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November 19, 2010
12:37 am

BigPic_EducAust: RT @CbnGal: http://tinyurl.com/25opkgh Used to turn around edu for disadv
kids but possibilities for gifted & 2E too? #gtchat #2e @BigPic_EducAust

12:50 am

SENG_Gifted: Multipotentiality can trigger existential depression: "Fear that I never will be all
that I could be." ~Jim Webb #gifted #gtchat #SENGinars

1:16 am

SENG_Gifted: Jim Webb "strongly recommends" reading existential authors when dealing
with existential issues. "This is not a new issue!" #gifted #gtchat

1:59 am

doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link between the legacy
of human exploration & what awaits the next generation #gtchat

2:31 am

BeckyFisher73: @Elle_Spanish Let me introduce you to @paulawhite #gifted #glolab #gtchat

3:17 am

jofrei: RT @doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link
between the legacy of human exploration & what awaits the next generation
#gtchat

3:17 am

markcarolissen: RT @doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link
between the legacy of human exploration & what awaits the next generation
#gtchat

3:17 am

jofrei: RT @SENG_Gifted: Jim Webb "strongly recommends" reading existential
authors when dealing with existential issues. "This is not a new issue!" #gifted
#gtchat

3:17 am

jofrei: RT @SENG_Gifted: Multipotentiality can trigger existential depression: "Fear
that I never will be all that I could be." ~Jim Webb #gifted #gtchat #SENGinars

3:31 am
4:15 am

ljconrad: #gtchat Repost of previous blog post, "This is Our Moment" in anticipation of
tomorrow's chats http://bit.ly/9GTVIK #gifted
Galileo_Gifted: SENG is accepting proposals for speakers @ their 2011 conf:
http://sengifted.org/conference_2011_Seattle_form.shtml #gifted #gtchat

4:41 am

jofrei: RT @Galileo_Gifted: SENG is accepting proposals for speakers @ their 2011
conf: http://sengifted.org/conference_2011_Seattle_form.shtml #gifted #gtchat

4:50 am

jofrei: RT @ljconrad: #gtchat Repost of previous blog post, "This is Our Moment" in
anticipation of tomorrow's chats http://bit.ly/9GTVIK #gifted

4:54 am

atxteacher: RT @SENG_Gifted: Jim Webb "strongly recommends" reading existential
authors when dealing with existential issues. "This is not a new issue!" #gifted
#gtchat

8:47 am

jofrei: @Begabungs I have joined up with SL- now I need a bit of help please so I can
attend 3rd global virtual meeting in SL #gtchat

9:22 am

Begabungs: RT @ljconrad: #gtchat Repost of previous blog post, "This is Our Moment" in
anticipation of tomorrow's chats http://bit.ly/9GTVIK #gifted

9:22 am

Begabungs: RT @SENG_Gifted: Jim Webb "strongly recommends" reading existential
authors when dealing with existential issues. "This is not a new issue!" #gifted
#gtchat

9:22 am

Begabungs: RT @SENG_Gifted: Multipotentiality can trigger existential depression: "Fear
that I never will be all that I could be." ~Jim Webb #gifted #gtchat #SENGinars

9:23 am

Begabungs: RT @atxteacher: Love this post by @ljconrad on Social Media & Gifted
Advocacyin #gifted ed. #gtchat (Oct. post - catching up on my rdr)
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10:08 am

LesLinks: http://www.ted.com/talks/jeremy_rifkin_on_the_empathic_civilization.html Very
interesting.. #gifted #gtchat

10:09 am

LesLinks: http://www.ted.com/speakers/jeremy_rifkin.html more .. #gifted #gtchat

10:13 am

LesLinks: Changing educational paradigms....http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted #gtchat..... great talk....

10:18 am

susanbanister: RT @LesLinks: Changing educational
paradigms....http://youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted #gtchat..... great talk..>>
Great animation

10:21 am

gillbudgell: RT @susanbanister: RT @LesLinks: Changing educational
paradigms....http://youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted #gtchat..... great talk..>>
Great animation

10:24 am

Frazzlld: Well said! RT @ktvee: @DeborahMersino A shout out of thanks for laying the
foundation for #gtchat http://teachfactory.com/?p=507

10:33 am

Begabungs: RT @LesLinks: Changing educational
paradigms....http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted
#gtchat..... great talk....

10:54 am

Begabungs: RT @susanbanister: RT @LesLinks: Changing educational
paradigms....http://youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted #gtchat..... great talk..>>
Great animation

10:54 am

Begabungs: RT @LesLinks: http://www.ted.com/speakers/jeremy_rifkin.html more ..
#gifted #gtchat

11:07 am
11:13 am

jofrei: @eshwaranv It was good to see you in #globaled10 sessions - there are still
more good ones to come and also #gtchat
eshwaranv: @jofrei Yes. I'll also be there at #gtchat. What's the topic for this week?

11:41 am

LesLinks: RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv It was good to see you in #globaled10 sessions there are still more good ones to come and also #gtchat

11:42 am

LesLinks: RT @Frazzlld: Well said! RT @ktvee: @DeborahMersino A shout out of
thanks for laying the foundation for #gtchat http://teachfactory.com/?p=507

11:42 am

LesLinks: RT @susanbanister: RT @LesLinks: Changing educational
paradigms....http://youtu.be/zDZFcDGpL4U #gifted #gtchat..... great talk..>>
Great animation

12:30 pm

jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to discuss our indiv. & collective
vision for 2011 & serving #gifted.

1:04 pm
1:55 pm

cybraryman1: RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to discuss our indiv.
& collective vision for 2011 & serving #gifted. #gtchat
Giftedkidsie: RT @giftedkidsie: Recording of Social & Emotional Webinar with Colm
O'Reilly & Catriona Fitzgerald @ctyi http://ow.ly/3c8a6 #gifted #gtchat

2:29 pm

LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1: RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to
discuss our indiv. & collective vision for 2011 & serving #gifted. #gtchat

2:29 pm

LesLinks: RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to discuss our indiv.
& collective vision for 2011 & serving #gifted.

3:33 pm

jaywilder: @cpoole27 Great presentation on how to use Google Docs!
http://bit.ly/bfxzRB #edchat #vanmeter #cpchat #elemchat #Gtchat #educon

3:39 pm

jaywilder: @cpoole27 Great pres on how to use myBrainshark too! http://bit.ly/bfxzRB
#edchat #vanmeter #cpchat #elemchat #Gtchat #educon

3:50 pm

brainshark: RT @cpoole27: Just added a "brainshark" how to setup to our staff dev blog!
http://bit.ly/bfxzRB #edchat #vanmeter #cpchat #elemchat #Gtchat #educon

3:50 pm

eshwaranv: Taking a small break from #globaled10 now. Be back in a couple of hours after
#gtchat

3:52 pm

RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to discuss our indiv.

Begabungs:
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Begabungs: RT @jofrei: @eshwaranv #gtchat topics chats this week to discuss our indiv.
& collective vision for 2011 & serving #gifted.
DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at noon/EST for a inspiring
discussion on where digital advocacy/learning is headed/your role!

4:02 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at noon/EST
for a inspiring discussion on where digital advocacy/learning is headed/your
role!

4:03 pm

jofrei: Sorry if this is a dumb question but - is it gtchat now? Or in one hour? #gtchat

4:03 pm
4:06 pm

eshwaranv: @jofrei #gtchat in 55 mins
Giftedkidsie: RT @deborahmersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at noon/EST
for a inspiring discussion on where digital advocacy/learning...

4:06 pm

Begabungs: RT @Giftedkidsie: RT @deborahmersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat.
Join us at noon/EST for a inspiring discussion on where digital
advocacy/learning...

4:06 pm

DeborahMersino: @jofrei - There are NO dumb questions! #gtchat starts in 55 minutes. Right
now it's 11pm/EST. Leave it to our crazy daylight savings system.

4:11 pm

jofrei: @DeborahMersino @eshwaranv and I have been mentioning #gtchat at the
#globaled10 I have been to 25+ sessions this week #gtchat

4:11 pm
4:16 pm

DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at noon/EST will be devoted to casting vision/ideas
(individual/collective) for impacting #gifted in 2011. Join us!
eshwaranv: @jofrei Wow! I've been to about 10-12. I met you at 2 of them earlier today!
#globaled10 has been a fantastic learning experience. #gtchat

4:18 pm

DeborahMersino: @jofrei - Wow! Thank you for helping to spread the word. You're so critical to
our efforts! #gtchat #globaled10

4:34 pm

GaryBrannigan: I'm pleased to be on MainStreet.com's Best Twitter Feeds For Parents list:

4:45 pm

http://ow.ly/3bdkr #ptchat #gtchat #tck
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at noon/EST devoted to casting
vision/ideas (individual/collective) for impacting #gifted in 2011.

4:48 pm

mygiftedgirl: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at noon/EST will be devoted to
casting vision/ideas (individual/collective) for impacting #gifted in 2011. Join us!

4:52 pm

DeborahMersino: @jofrei @eshwaranv - I want to hear more about #globaled10! Perhaps before
#gtchat tonight or this weekend. Sounds intriguing. #gtchat

4:56 pm

DeborahMersino: My tweets for the next hour will be devoted to #gtchat. Pardon the heavy
stream; feel free to unfollow. Topic: 2011/Vision/You #gtchat

4:57 pm
4:59 pm

halleyrebecca: Sorry folks, for the upcoming hour of #gtchat!
deepwaterscoach: Warning! #gtchat abt to begin. Be prepared for heavy stream of passionate
insights regarding #gifted. Feel free to lurk or join in! #gtchat

4:59 pm

LesLinks: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at
noon/EST devoted to casting vision/ideas (individual/collective) for impacting
#gifted in 2011.

5:00 pm

eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Sure. I'll share the details of the conf with you. Got loads of
material and resources. #gtchat

5:00 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at noon/EST will be devoted to
casting vision/ideas (individual/collective) for impacting #gifted in 2011. Join us!

5:00 pm

DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Get ready. Get set. It's going to be a good one! Our topic
today: Casting vision for 2011/how to impact #gifted. #gtchat

5:00 pm

halleyrebecca: RT @DeborahMersino: Global #gtchat today at noon/EST will be devoted to
casting vision/ideas (individual/collective) for impacting #gifted in 2011. Join us!

5:00 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Get ready. Get set. It's going to
be a good one! Our topic today: Casting vision for 2011/how to impact #gifted.
#gtchat
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5:01 pm
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cybraryman1: "Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future, concentrate the mind on
the present moment. " #gtchat
eshwaranv: Joining in #gtchat now :-)
DeborahMersino: Please take a moment to introduce yourself, your role (parent, teacher,
advocate, other) & share where you reside. #gtchat #gtchat
eshwaranv: Good one! -> RT @cybraryman1: "Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of
the future, concentrate the mind on the present moment. " #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @deborahmersino: My tweets for the next hour will be devoted to #gtchat.
Pardon the heavy stream; feel free to unfollow. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Welcome to #gtchat! Get ready. Get set. Our topic
today: Casting vision for 2011/how to impact #gifted. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Hello from England where it's dark already and chilling rapidly. I'm an
ex policy wonk now into writing and consultancy on #gifted
eshwaranv: @cybraryman1 After all it's "present" :-) #gtchat

5:01 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @cybraryman1: "Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,
concentrate the mind on the present moment. " #gtchat

5:01 pm

GaryBrannigan: RT @cybraryman1: "Do not dwell in the past, do not dream of the future,
concentrate the mind on the present moment. " #gtchat

5:01 pm

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: Welcome Get ready. Get set. Its going to be a good
one! Casting vision for 2011/how to impact #gifted. #gtchat

5:02 pm

DeborahMersino: I'm Deborah Mersino, moderator of #gtchat, wife/mom to 2 girls and
determined to spark a new digital revolution on behalf of #gifted #gtchat

5:02 pm

eshwaranv: Hi everyone! This is Vytheeshwaran, Science teacher and Instructional
designer from Chennai, India. #gtchat

5:02 pm

deepwaterscoach: I'm Lisa Lauffer, Chief Sanity Officer (life coach) to Gifted Grownups & Parents
of GT Kids. Have 2 GT kids/1 2e. Live in CO. #gtchat

5:02 pm

DeborahMersino: Welcome everyone! It's good to see all of you linchpins. Each of you has
played such an important role in the evolution of #gtchat! #gtchat

5:02 pm

mygiftedgirl: Hi #gtchat! Audrey from S.Fl. here! High of 78 degrees today. I love Nov in FL.

5:02 pm

jagkise: #gtchat I think we're doing a panel at a 2011 GT conference "If I ran the
Circus" on gifted identification...

5:03 pm
5:03 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Deborah Mersino, moderator of #gtchat, determined to
spark a new digital revolution on behalf of #gifted<--woot! #gtchat
jofrei: Hi Jo Freitag from Gifted Resources www.giftedresources.org in Melbourne
Australia #gtchat

5:03 pm

LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U Changing education
paradigms... #gtchat

5:03 pm

megwhoffman: #gtchat Hello! This is my first twitter chat ever, so pardon any mistakes. I'm a
former teacher, current grad student in GT Ed

5:03 pm
5:03 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm
5:04 pm

DeborahMersino: Today we're mixing it up a bit. I'd like us all to take a step back and look at
how we as individuals & together can impact. #gtchat
eshwaranv: @megwhoffman Welcome to #gtchat! :-)
GaryBrannigan: Psychologist and parent advocate from upstate New York #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Today we're mixing it up a bit. I'd like us all to take a
step back and look at how we as individuals & together can impact. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @megwhoffman Welcome! So glad you're here! No worries abt mistakes--we're
all recovering perfectionists! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @megwhoffman - We're delighted that you're here! Today is a unique
#gtchat/We're discussing our vision for 2011. :-) #gtchat
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#gtchat/We're discussing our vision for 2011. :-) #gtchat

5:04 pm
5:04 pm
5:05 pm

LesLinks: Hello from Ireland Leslie Graves here advocate, both nationally and
internationally.. wearer of many hats!! will stay as long asable #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I'll start by saying that current #gifted advocacy has stagnated in a sense.
#gtchat #gtchat
BCGifted: #gtchat Hello everyone!

5:05 pm

DeborahMersino: We've got myths, contradicting definitions, ID methods, beliefs, programming
options, etc. And dismal funding. #gtchat #gtchat

5:05 pm

0Quest0: Hi all - Petra here from Ireland - trying to meet a deadline so will be dipping in
and out. Looking forward to transcript too. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @BCGifted Hello! #gtchat

5:05 pm
5:05 pm

eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino For 2011: As individuals, we connect, as a collaborative
force, we progress.... and.... WIN! #gtchat

5:06 pm

DeborahMersino: However, more than ever before, we've got the internet on our side. Some of
the most potent edreform/dialogue is here. #gtchat #gtchat

5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm

5:06 pm
5:07 pm
5:07 pm
5:07 pm
5:07 pm

halleyrebecca: Good morning from Tacoma, Wash., where it's 9 a.m. and rainy! Halley from
@SeaburySchool for gifted students. Alumna/faculty. #gtchat
jofrei: @megwhoffman Great to meet you Where are you sttudying? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @megwhoffman Just a hunch. ;-) #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @halleyrebecca: Good morning from Tacoma, Wash., where it's 9 a.m.
and rainy! Halley from @SeaburySchool for gifted students. Alumna/faculty.
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino For 2011: As individuals, we connect, as
a collaborative force, we progress.... and.... WIN!<-LOVE! #gtchat
cybraryman1: I feel it is important for us to participate in the many chats on Twitter
(http://bit.ly/7w7P59) to inform others about the real GT #gtchat
halleyrebecca: We need to work together to spark that flame. Advocates are burned out!
#gtchat
LesLinks: RTRT @eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino For 2011: As individuals, we connect,
as a collaborative force, we progress.... and.... WIN!<-LOVE! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Welcome Ireland, Seattle, Colorado, India, Australia, Canada and Florida!
#gtchat

5:07 pm

BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat So true! (What did we do before the internet?) lol

5:07 pm

eshwaranv: @cybraryman1 Very true! Twitter is a great way to connect and share! #gtchat

5:07 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat @cybraryman1 It is really all about influencing all the other elements
of education policy and practice!

5:07 pm

megwhoffman: Is a unified definition for gifted possible? What about the term gifted? Do you
think that hurts the cause of meeting student needs? #gtchat

5:08 pm
5:08 pm

DeborahMersino: @cybraryman1 - I think you hit the nail on the head. The more we can
collaborate w/ #edreform #edchat #elemchat, the better. #gtchat
LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1:important for us to participate in many chats on Twitter
(http://bit.ly/7w7P59)inform others about the real GT=do to #gtchat

5:08 pm

eshwaranv: I don't remember! -> RT @BCGifted: @DeborahMersino #gtchat So true!
(What did we do before the internet?) lol

5:08 pm

cybraryman1: @GiftedPhoenix It is not influencing it is more informing others who have
misconceptions #gtchat

5:08 pm

megwhoffman: @jofrei I think I just retweeted rather than replied- oops! I'm at William and
Mary in Virginia #gtchat

5:08 pm

DeborahMersino: @megwhoffman - Delisle said at #TAGT10 that we've got so many definitions
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DeborahMersino: @megwhoffman - Delisle said at #TAGT10 that we've got so many definitions
it's impossible. Big part of problem. #gtchat

5:09 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:10 pm
5:11 pm
5:11 pm

LesLinks: RT @cybraryman1: @GiftedPhoenix It is not influencing it is more informing
others who have misconceptions=agree #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino and the Old Country of course! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @cybraryman1:important for us to participate in many chats on Twitter
(http://bit.ly/7w7P59)inform others about the real GT #gtchat
DeborahMersino: We've become our own Digital World Council on #Gifted. Don't you think?
Congrats 2 each of you - and the progress we've made in 2010 #gtchat
eshwaranv: I feel that it is platforms like twitter that brings ppl to express themselves
comfortably. Even if they are wrong, someone's there. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @megwhoffman At this point I usually say we need to push beyond
differences in terminology and definition #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Even if Twitter evolves/other platforms become available, I think each of you
are linchpins in this digital movement. #gtchat
LesLinks: We've become our own Digital World Council on #Gifted. Don't you think? Very
definitly.. ;-D #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: We have to work to educate our gifted kids' teachers about how to become
advocates. There's a huge gap there, unfortunately. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @cybraryman1 Perhaps both influencing and informing? #gtchat

5:11 pm

LesLinks: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @megwhoffman At this point I usually say we need to
push beyond differences in terminology and definition= agree! #gtchat

5:11 pm

eshwaranv: More for 2011: Spread the world, rope in more people into the digital realm and
break the digital divide! #gtchat

5:11 pm
5:11 pm

5:11 pm
5:11 pm

DeborahMersino: Q1: Let's brainstorm. How do each of you see your role?
Influencing/informing/impacting #gifted in your regions/online? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Weve become our own Digital World Council on
#Gifted. Congrats 2 each of u-& the progress weve made in 2010/WOOT
#gtchat
jofrei: RT @LesLinks: Weve become our own Digital World Council on #Gifted. Dont
you think? Very definitly.. ;-D LOVE THAT! #gtchat
megwhoffman: @GiftedPhoenix what would pushing beyond look like? #gtchat

5:11 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Q1: Let's brainstorm. How do each of you see your
role? Influencing/informing/impacting #gifted in your regions/online? #gtchat

5:12 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @megwhoffman Hello to Kimberly Chandler - I really liked her and though she
was very sound #gtchat

5:12 pm
5:12 pm
5:12 pm

5:13 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: More for 2011: Spread the world, rope in more people into
the digital realm and break the digital divide!<-YES #gtchat
cybraryman1: Sorry, I have to go. I am off to give a talk to student writers of the month at our
local elementary school #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q1: I help grownups embrace their giftedness/heal from wounds they may
have exp'd growing up. Helps them parent, teach, lead GT kids #gtchat
0Quest0: RT @eshwaranv: More for 2011: Spread the world, rope in more people into
the digital realm and break the digital divide! #gtchat

5:13 pm

DeborahMersino: Remember, it's not about "fitting in" so much as "standing out"...Gifted
leaders/orgs have been preaching to the choir for 2 long. #gtchat

5:13 pm

DeborahMersino: @cybraryman1 - thank you for being here and best wishes with your talk!
#gtchat

5:13 pm

LesLinks: Breaks barriers... borders... time differences... allows alot of dialogue... I may
need to go folks... have a meeting with a techie #gtchat
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BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: More for 2011: Spread the world, rope
in more people into the digital realm and break the digital divide!<-YES #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: Q1: creating a community of support locally, educating parents and teachers
via local groups, serving on state gifted network board #gtchat
jofrei: Q1 I see myself as a collector and disperser of information about#gifted and
the services and programs available for them #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @cybraryman1 See you next time! Good luck! #gtchat
eshwaranv: Q1) Since giftedness is not very popular in India, I'm doing my best in helping
people identify #gifted kids. #gtchat
GaryBrannigan: @cybraryman1 Will you be developing cybrary boys and girls! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Q1 My effort is focused on trying to encourage people to see the issue
from a strategic, (inter)national education perspective
DeborahMersino: Q1: I'd like to step up #gtchat - more guest experts, more collaboration w/
#edchat and the like, using it to connect w/media #gtchat
eshwaranv: @cybraryman1 See you soon! #gtchat
megwhoffman: Q1: As a teacher, serve GT kids well, help other teachers do the same,
empower parents, seek institutional change in school, nat'l #gtchat

5:14 pm

mygiftedgirl: Q1. providing opportunities to gather socially. I have a museum trip planned
here for Sunday! #gtchat

5:14 pm

halleyrebecca: Awesome. RT @DeborahMersino Welcome Ireland, Seattle, Colorado, India,
Australia, Canada and Florida! #gtchat

5:14 pm

0Quest0: This works - by taking it step by step have brought in teachers from two local
school to take part in @giftedkids.ie webinars #gtchat

5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:15 pm
5:16 pm

5:16 pm
5:16 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @megwhoffman Recognising that we're a broad church and that we'll never
agree on all the specifics (see first blogpost I ever wrote) #gtchat
DeborahMersino: I like your responses to Q1! Keep 'em coming... #gtchat
jofrei: Q1 My role = Gifted Resources About Us
http://www.giftedresources.org/gr/gris.html #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @jofrei: Q1 My role = Gifted Resources About Us
http://www.giftedresources.org/gr/gris.html #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Q1: For myself and @SeaburySchool, we are trying to position ourselves as a
local resource, not a competitor for students/resources. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @jofrei: Q1 My role = Gifted Resources About Us
http://www.giftedresources.org/gr/gris.html #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Our digital efforts can powerfully influence. More than 12,000 unique visitors
have accessed #gtchat info. via the Ingeniosus site. #gtchat

5:16 pm

eshwaranv: Being an online tutor, I am able to get in touch with many homeschoolers
(95% #gifted). Learning from them as they learn from me. #gtchat

5:16 pm

halleyrebecca: Q1: cont. This will help us educate people about #gifted ed and what our kids
need. #gtchat

5:16 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino #gtchat I'm up for that - 'only connect' should be our
watchwords

5:16 pm
5:17 pm

5:17 pm

DeborahMersino: We've had more than 200,000 hits and every month, it's grown. This is
because of each of you! #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Our digital efforts can powerfully influence. More than
12,000 unique visitors have accessed #gtchat info. via the Ingeniosus site.
#gtchat
halleyrebecca: Love it. RT @DeborahMersino We've become our own Digital World Council on
#Gifted. Don't you think? #gtchat

wthashtag.com/transcript.php?page_id=…
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5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
asynchschlrsfnd: So sorry I'm joining so late - Marlow from Asynchronous Scholars' Fund in
California, advocate, parent, educator. #gtchat
eshwaranv: Wow!!! -> RT @DeborahMersino: We've had more than 200,000 hits and every
month, it's grown. This is because of each of you! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Digital efforts can influence. More than 12,000 unique
visitors have accessed #gtchat info. via Ingeniosus site. #gtchat
jofrei: @DeborahMersino Would you maybe like to do some Elluminate sessions or
similar? #gtchat
ljconrad: Hi from Pgh! #gtchat ambassador at large! #gtchat
eshwaranv: @AsynchSchlrsFnd Hello again! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Weve had more than 200,000 hits and every month, its
grown. This is because of each of you! #gtchat

5:17 pm

eshwaranv: I'll be there! -> RT @jofrei: @DeborahMersino Would you maybe like to do
some Elluminate sessions or similar? #gtchat

5:17 pm

halleyrebecca: I send the transcripts to our full staff every week. @DeborahMersino We've had
more than 200,000 hits and every month, it's grown. #gtchat

5:17 pm

deepwaterscoach: @asynchschlrsfnd Welcome! Catch your breath! *handing you a glass of
water* #gtchat

5:18 pm

DeborahMersino: @asynchschlrsfnd - Welcome! Glad you're here. #gtchat

5:18 pm

DeborahMersino: Regarding Elluminate sessions, I'm interested. I want us to explore the various
digital ways we can connect others to info/community #gtchat

5:19 pm
5:19 pm

5:19 pm
5:19 pm
5:20 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @halleyrebecca: I send the transcripts to our full staff every week. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Welcome!! Wow, you have had a big role in #gtchat. We're
celebrating what's happened in 2010 & casting vision. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: Our digital efforts caninfluence. More than 12,000
unique visitors to #gtchat info. via the Ingeniosus siteWOW! #gtchat
ibdb2u: First time participating here. Been kept extremely busy with state level
advocacy lately. #gtchat #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Re: Q1: My role in this region is to launch Asynchronous Scholars' Fund to
provide aid to asynchronous scholars in need. #gtchat

5:20 pm

megwhoffman: @DeborahMersino Elluminate has been helpful with the Javits grant I work for.
Facilitates conversation in many ways. #gtchat

5:20 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I tweeted the other day about some kind of communal #gifted blogging
activity being arranged in Belgium.

5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm

eshwaranv: @ibdb2u Welcome to #gtchat. It's great to have first timers here when we are
discussing a great topic!
DeborahMersino: I would like to see us serving educators & parents. Moreover, I believe we're on
the cusp of influencing/sharing info via media. #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ibdb2u Welcome - which state? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Yes, welcome to California, Connecticut. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Q1 cont'd: and to use our public communications profile to share challenges,
needs, successes of this population with the public #gtchat
DeborahMersino: "Indispensable work is work that is connected to others." - Seth Godin
(Linchpin) #gtchat

5:21 pm

ljconrad: @DeborahMersino TY! I see gtchat as pumping energy into the global gifted
community through collaboration #gtchat

5:22 pm

ibdb2u: Washington. President of Puyallup School parent booster club, and active in
two state level groups. #gtchat #gtchat
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Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Wld like 2 see us serving educators & parents. Also
believe were on cusp of influencing/sharing info via media. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: ...and thanks for the welcome, everyone, glad to be here! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Yes Perhaps our most significant USP is that we
draw parents and educators together

5:22 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino TY! I see gtchat as pumping energy into the
global gifted community through collaboration #gtchat

5:22 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: "Indispensable work is work that is connected to
others." - Seth Godin (Linchpin) #gtchat

5:22 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @ibdb2u Welcome! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Yes, the more we collaborate, inform, educate, inspire, the better
off our high-potential learners will be! #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Yes, the more we collaborate, inform,
educate, inspire, the better off our high-potential learners will be! #gtchat
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: I would like to see us serving educators & parents yes! Agree! #gtchat
megwhoffman: RT @DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Yes, the more we collaborate, inform,
educate, inspire, the better off our high-potential learners will be! #gtchat

5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:24 pm
5:24 pm
5:24 pm
5:24 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: on the cusp of influencing/sharing info via media.
<=This is critcal, I think! Public perception has got to chane #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: RT @ljconrad: @DeborahMersino TY! I see gtchat as pumping energy into the
global gifted community through collaboration #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Oops, I meant "change." #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q2: Some of you are blogging, many are leading? What's one project/focus
that you can commit energy to in 2011 re to digital advoc. #gtchat
meg5han: Hello from Virginia Beach- Elementary Gifted Resource Teacher. Just
"listening" as I write lesson plans this afternoon! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ibdb2u Welcome again. How are things in Washington, relatively speaking?
#gtchat
ibdb2u: @DeborahMersino Building more connections in WA between parents and
parent organizations. #gtchat

5:25 pm

DeborahMersino: At first, I thought we needed to penetrate existing state & national orgs. Now I
see them likely coming our way. Energy is here. #gtchat

5:25 pm

deepwaterscoach: @meg5han Welcome! Feel free to listen and chime in when you feel the urge!
We'd love to hear from you! #gtchat

5:25 pm

ibdb2u: @GiftedPhoenix Just completed a significant proposal to state Quality
Education Council. Budget is still a big worry. #gtchat

5:25 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Q2: Some of you are blogging, many are leading?
What's one project/focus that you can commit energy to in 2011 re to digital
advoc. #gtchat

5:25 pm
5:25 pm
5:26 pm
5:26 pm

5:26 pm

DeborahMersino: @meg5han - Welcome Virginia Beach. Glad you're with us. We're discussing
our individual goals/vision & collective vision for 2011! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @meg5han Welcome! Don't be afraid to join in! #gtchat
ibdb2u: @GiftedPhoenix NWGCA is having a parent conference in January. SENG is
having it's national conference in July. Very excited. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q2: My focus has become exploring the darker side of giftedness--the
emotional struggles--and how to address/heal them. #gtchat
jofrei: Q2 I see Sprite's Site as a means giving information esp about gifted
characteristics and links in a fairly light hearted way #gtchat
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5:27 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
eshwaranv: Since we are #gifted, we need to write our hearts out in our blog, our
experiences ... and of course, spread the word. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Q2: Personally, I'm ready to fully commit to #gtchat - our Digital World Council
on Gifted. I'm going to have razor-sharp focus here #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @eshwaranv: Since we are #gifted, we need to write our hearts out in our
blog, our experiences ...and of course, spread the word. #gtchat

5:27 pm

oceanshaman: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q2: My focus has become exploring the darker side
of giftedness--the emotional struggles--and how to address/heal them. #gtchat

5:27 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Q2. I plan to continue very much in the same vein. Trying to work
towards global understanding by linking research and policy-making

5:27 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @ibdb2u: Budget is still a big worry.<=Yes, I think this is going to require
funding from multiple sources across the board. #gtchat

5:27 pm

ljconrad: I was approached this week to consider giving a training to educators about
Twitter in our county! Not sure I'm ready. #gtchat

5:27 pm

DeborahMersino: Q2: I'm going to let some other commitments go & place energy here. Can
see public (includ teachers/parents) learning/growing here. #gtchat

5:27 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:29 pm
5:29 pm
5:29 pm
5:30 pm

halleyrebecca: @ibdb2u Hi David, welcome to #gtchat! I usually join through this account, but
sometimes as @SeaburySchool
DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: Since we are #gifted, we need to write our hearts out in our
blog, our experiences ...and of course, spread the word. #gtchat
MSTA: excited to pop in briefly to #gtchat. Missed you all! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: Was approached this week to give training to educators about
Twitter in our county! Not sure Im ready.//U r SO ready! #gtchat
eshwaranv: @MSTA Welcome back! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @MSTA Good to see you! #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Q2: Digital advocacy to get more educators/advocates/parents/etc
collaborating locally, across districts/schools/etc. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Hooray!! YOU ARE READY. Your time is NOW! ;-) #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Though the fact that it's online and still somehow
'new' does frighten many away...
ibdb2u: @halleyrebecca @SeaburySchool Good morning! Had a fun night in the
museum district with some QUEST kids last night. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Re: Q2: I pledge to use all available resources (including ones I haven't
secured yet!) to engage in digital advocacy in 2011. #gtchat
jofrei: @ljconrad:You would be a greatt person to give a training to educators about
Twitter!!! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ibdb2u Thanks Will check out your website. Don't forget to upload everything
so we can keep tabs! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @MSTA Welcome Missouri! We're so glad you're here!. Q2: What's the one
project you can commit to relative to serving #gifted in 2011 #gtchat

5:30 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: #gtchat - our Digital World Council on Gifted<=Love the
name!

5:30 pm

halleyrebecca: @ljconrad Great re:training! I harp on the uses of Twitter at every staff meeting
@SeaburySchool, but they like to leave it to me :) #gtchat

5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:30 pm

ibdb2u: @halleyrebecca Happy to work with you on that! NWGCA wants to be a
source of collaboration. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @asynchschlrsfnd - you rock. #gtchat
MSTA: @deepwaterscoach @eshwaranv You both as well! Catching up on past
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5:30 pm
5:30 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…

MSTA: @deepwaterscoach @eshwaranv You both as well! Catching up on past
tweets, now. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @eshwaranv: Since we are #gifted, we need to write our hearts out in our
blog, our experiences ...and of course, spread the word. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: @MSTA Glad you could join us! #gtchat

5:30 pm

MSTA: @DeborahMersino advocating for gifted teachers! and providing them with as
many resources and tools as we can! #gtchat

5:31 pm

ibdb2u: @GiftedPhoenix @ibdb2u http://wcge.wordpress.com is our political advocacy
arm. #gtchat

5:31 pm
5:31 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - yes, twitter is new/but digital is only going to increase. I
think true agents of change are here. will only grow #gtchat
MSTA: @asynchschlrsfnd thanks! thrilled to be back! #gtchat

5:31 pm

halleyrebecca: @AsynchSchlrsFnd @DeborahMersino Love the name too - want to add
"Digital World Council on Gifted" to my resume, haha. #gtchat

5:31 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @AsynchSchlrsFnd I have to say that the prospects for continuation of Javits
funding look gloomy - but not the end of the world #gtchat

5:31 pm

mygiftedgirl: Digitally, I want to see more parents and teachers communicating locally in
my area. Together we'd be so powerful. #gtchat

5:31 pm
5:31 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - And I've thought about what happens if twitter starts
costing/changing...we'll still thrive/find new platforms #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ljconrad #gtchat Oh yes you are!

5:32 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @GiftedPhoenix:prospects for continuation of Javits funding look gloomy
<=It's time corporate funders stepped up! #gtchat

5:32 pm

DeborahMersino: @mygiftedgirl - Like that. You could consider leading your own local chat too.
You're ready. #FLgifted #gtchat

5:32 pm
5:32 pm
5:32 pm
5:32 pm
5:32 pm
5:33 pm
5:33 pm

ljconrad: Ty for all your support! I'll keep you posted. :) Back to class! See you all at
next chat! #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: @asynchschlrsfnd - you rock. <=Thanks! I Try! ;)
#gtchat
ibdb2u: @mygiftedgirl Whenever people connected by gifted get together in person,
they never seem to want to leave. Need more of that. #gtchat
BCGifted: @mygiftedgirl Agreed! It would be nice to see parents and teachers connect
more on line. #gtchat
halleyrebecca: Word @mygiftedgirl Digitally I want to see more parents and teachers
communicating locally in my area. Together we'd be so powerful. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @ljconrad See you later! #gtchat
MSTA: absolutely! RT @BCGifted: @mygiftedgirl Agreed! It would be nice to see
parents and teachers connect more on line. #gtchat

5:33 pm

eshwaranv: We should work to create an impact in our immediate surroundings for a
global change: This pic says it all: http://bit.ly/d1HFX2 #gtchat

5:33 pm

DeborahMersino: Everyone: I'll work to secure the name - both #gtchat and Digital World Council
on Gifted. It's ours. Put it on your resume! :-) #gtchat

5:33 pm

eshwaranv: @ljconrad See you soon! #gtchat

5:33 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad - Can't wait to talk more!! Bye! #gtchat

5:33 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @ibdb2u #gtchat Thanks very much - will monitor

5:34 pm

5:34 pm

eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: Everyone: I'll work to secure the name - both #gtchat
and Digital World Council on Gifted. It's ours. Put it on your resume! :-)
#gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Some people do seem to like Facebook more...and there's
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5:34 pm
5:34 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Some people do seem to like Facebook more...and there's
Linked In of course #gtchat
ibdb2u: Potential $ could come from partnerships with groups advocating for STEM.
The latest NSF report reads like it was meant for gifted. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: So, in addition to encouraging people to join #gtchat, I want to encourage each
of you to consider leading your region! #gtchat

5:34 pm

mygiftedgirl: @DeborahMersino I'd love to! trying to encourage more locally to get on
twitter. Just had a friend here looking over my shoulder! #gtchat

5:35 pm

jofrei: RT @eshwaranv:This pic says it all: http://bit.ly/d1HFX2 - What a great
symbolic representation! #gtchat

5:35 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Yes - someone else will offer the Twitter model free if
Twitter gets more exclusive #gtchat

5:35 pm

eshwaranv: #gifted tweeple! You are welcome to connect with me on Linkedin. Look for
Vytheeshwaran Vedagiri :) #gtchat

5:35 pm

halleyrebecca: It's hard to spread the Twitter gospel when people's eyes start to glaze over
with every mention of #hashtag. #gtchat

5:35 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @AsynchSchlrsFnd More Mahurins! #gtchat

5:35 pm
5:35 pm
5:36 pm
5:36 pm

LesLinks: Sorry I had to dip out... back again... where are we at?? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: For instance, #FLgtchat, #WAgtchat, #UKgtchat and more. I want you here,
but also think you can have additional influence! #gtchat
ibdb2u: We have 60+ FB fans of our District parent group. Didn't have as much interest
in Twitter from our parents. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Thanks. I'm glad you agree. :-) #gtchat

5:36 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @BCGifted: @mygiftedgirl Agreed! It would be nice to see parents and
teachers connect more on line. #gtchat

5:36 pm

eshwaranv: @ibdb2u I guess fb is more graphically attractive than twitter. #gtchat

5:36 pm

deepwaterscoach: I've had ppl outright laugh @ me when I've said Twitter is the best place to find
community for #gifted. If they only knew/tried it. #gtchat

5:37 pm

DeborahMersino: @LesLinks Talking about each of u leading a digital revolution in ur region in
addition to being on Digital World Council on Gifted #gtchat

5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino I feel another T-shirt coming on! #gtchat
LesLinks: @DeborahMersino Sounds good.. #gtchat
MSTA: @eshwaranv @ibdb2u The truth is FB has been around longer. Twitter is still
new and strange. It's time will come. #gtchat

5:37 pm

halleyrebecca: We can also work on spreading the word as far as we can. I e-mailed a bunch
of newspapers last week about digital advocacy. #gtchat

5:37 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: So, in addition to encouraging people to join #gtchat, I
want each of you to consider leading your region! #gtchat

5:37 pm

ibdb2u: @eshwaranv @ibdb2u Could be parent ages, too? #gtchat

5:37 pm

DeborahMersino: @eshwaranv @ibdb2u I think we can share our influence via FB too...not
limited to Twitter! #gtchat

5:37 pm

halleyrebecca: I'm also so down for #WAgtchat - many issues specific to our respective
states and regions that could be very interesting. #gtchat

5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:38 pm

BCGifted: @mygiftedgirl Twitter is SO great! I don't know why more people aren't on it.
#gtchat
eshwaranv: @DeborahMersino Sure! #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: Need parents realizing-gifted is not just a class or label -job done. &teachers
to realize it goes beyond their specialized training #gtchat
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5:39 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
DeborahMersino: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino I feel another T-shirt coming on! <= :-)
#gtchat
LesLinks: @deepwaterscoach I know people who are afraid of it.. won't go near it.. pity..
as is such a good place to discuss stuff #gtchat
halleyrebecca: @eshwaranv @ibdb2u Facebook is not as overwhelming - things don't move
as quickly as on Twitter. #gtchat
eshwaranv: @ibdb2u Could be. #gtchat
MSTA: this may have already been shared, but just in case it hasn't this is a
summary of FB vs. Twitter http://bit.ly/9lVZdv #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @ibdb2u #gtchat Yes - reviewed that on my blog - http://bit.ly/bUGnTI interesting to see whether it gets taken up in STEMland
ibdb2u: @halleyrebecca @eshwaranv @ibdb2u Giftd minds never just follow one
channel at a time. ;-) #gtchat

5:39 pm

DeborahMersino: Q3: Global #gtchat is nearly 8 months old! What about topics moving forward?
Should we revisit some popular ones (i.e. 2E). Ideas? #gtchat

5:39 pm

eshwaranv: @halleyrebecca I'm a twitter fan. I'm learning and connecting more here.
#gtchat

5:39 pm

mygiftedgirl: What do we do to combat the "new norm" in our society. Parents, kids,
everyone overwhelmed just keeping up with life as it is now? #gtchat

5:39 pm

halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino @eshwaranv @ibdb2u How about a #gtchat facebook
group or fan page? Let's get people reading the name #gtchat everywhere.

5:39 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: @deepwaterscoach I know people who are afraid of it.. wont
go near it...such a good place to discuss stuff<--agree! #gtchat

5:39 pm

eshwaranv: RT @halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino @eshwaranv @ibdb2u How about a
#gtchat facebook group or fan page? Let's get people reading the name
#gtchat everywhere.

5:39 pm

megwhoffman: @halleyrebecca As a fist timer, things do move rather fast !! I can see the
intimidation factor with twitter #gtchat

5:39 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @ibdb2u: @halleyrebecca @eshwaranv @ibdb2u Giftd minds never just
follow one channel at a time. ;-) #gtchat

5:39 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: consider leading your region!<=We are fortunate...there
are so many leaders in my region! #gtchat

5:40 pm

LesLinks: @mygiftedgirl when a person is gifted, they are gifted, 24 hours a day..not just
after school, on the weekends and in the summertime #gtchat

5:40 pm
5:40 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino We're working on it in England with #gtvoice but it's still
very early days #gtchat
BCGifted: @mygiftedgirl Yes!! Gifted is an atypical brain map, not just one talent.
#gtchat

5:40 pm

eshwaranv: @megwhoffman Happens to everyone on their first time. I notice that you are
using web. Use tweetdeck or tweetgrid. It's easier. #gtchat

5:40 pm

DeborahMersino: The beauty is that we can utilize Twitter/FB/etc. and our blogs/links/email to
spread digitally across multiple platforms. #gtchat

5:41 pm
5:41 pm
5:41 pm
5:41 pm

HoagiesGifted: Hi all #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @asynchschlrsfnd - I'm thinking leading the digital movement in particular.
#gtchat
ibdb2u: RT @DeborahMersino: The beauty is that we can utilize Twitter/FB/etc. and
our blogs/links/email to spread across multiple platforms. #gtchat
mygiftedgirl: @LesLinks YEs and that is what many parents and yes teachers do not
realize. #gtchat
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5:41 pm
5:41 pm

Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
deepwaterscoach: Q3: I'd love 2 see chats on adult giftedness & how it impacts our parenting,
teaching, work, recreation, etc. I.e. ALL of our lives! #gtchat
MSTA: @eshwaranv @megwhoffman or tweetchat.com it is our preference. = )
#gtchat
eshwaranv: @megwhoffman You'll eventually get used to the rhythm. You will go to the
extent of multitasking (2 twit chats at a time!) #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @HoagiesGifted Halllooo!!! So good to see you! #gtchat
LesLinks: @HoagiesGifted Hey.... nice to see you... ;-D #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @HoagiesGifted - Welcome! ;-) So glad I can say I've met you f2f now! #gtchat

5:41 pm

jofrei: RT @eshwaranv: @megwhoffman Use tweetdeck or tweetgrid. Its easier. Or
Tweet Chat #gtchat

5:41 pm

halleyrebecca: @eshwaranv I prefer Twitter too - many of our parents and teachers feel less
intimidated by Facebook though. #gtchat

5:41 pm
5:41 pm

5:41 pm
5:42 pm
5:42 pm
5:42 pm
5:42 pm
5:42 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Exactly!=> RT @eshwaranv: We should work to create an impact in our
immediate surroundings for a global change #gtchat
oceanshaman: RT @deepwaterscoach: Q3: I'd love 2 see chats on adult giftedness & how it
impacts our parenting, teaching, work, recreation, etc. I.e. ALL of our lives!
#gtchat
eshwaranv: @HoagiesGifted A big hello to you! #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @LesLinks All the recent publicity about people being fired and imprisoned for
their tweets doesn't help much! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @DeepWatersCoach - Excellent. Will be on our Twtpoll next week! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Hey all, I guess you started an hour ealrlier than I thought #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Q3: When we address some of our own #gifted issues, we have greater
capacity to shift the face of #gifted in the world. #gtchat
justintarte: RT @MSTA: this may have already been shared, but just in case it hasn't this
is a summary of FB vs. Twitter http://bit.ly/9lVZdv #gtchat

5:42 pm

LesLinks: @oceanshaman @deepwaterscoach like the horse.... #gtchat

5:42 pm

BCGifted: #gtchat Q3, yes please., more 2e :) Plus what about sharing ideas for out of
school enrichment (or has that been done?)

5:42 pm

DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge - We still have 20 min left! Glad you're here. It's our crazy
daylight savings time... #gtchat

5:42 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Q3: What about topics moving forward? Should we
revisit some popular ones (i.e. 2E). Ideas? #gtchat

5:42 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm

eshwaranv: @MaryStGeorge Hello there! We're in the middle of a real racy convo. Glad
you joined. #gtchat
HoagiesGifted: Socially we leave shortly 4 MIT splash #gtchat
ibdb2u: We're using FB as a periodic reminder that www.questabc.org is out there,
and that ABC is out there for our parents. #gtchat

5:43 pm

eshwaranv: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Q3: What about topics moving
forward? Should we revisit some popular ones (i.e. 2E). Ideas? #gtchat

5:43 pm

SeaburySchool: We post links to #gtchat transcripts regularly on our facebook page and send
them to teachers. They loved the George Betts chat.

5:43 pm

DeborahMersino: Q3: Other topics that you're interested in covering? #gtchat

5:43 pm

MSTA: @justintarte plus twitter also gives you an opportunity to connect with and
meet people you never would have otherwise #gtchat

5:43 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: @oceanshaman @deepwaterscoach like the horse....//Me
too! It's way cool! #gtchat
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5:43 pm

mygiftedgirl: Q3 I'd like to see an evening #gtchat where we can include our kids! Have
them sit with us and ask/answer questions

5:43 pm

oceanshaman: R @BCGifted > @mygiftedgirl Yes!! Gifted is an atypical brain map, not just
one talent. #gtchat <SO TRUE!

5:43 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm

5:44 pm
5:44 pm
5:44 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @HoagiesGifted Welcome! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @MSTA: @justintarte plus twitter gives you an opportunity to connect with
and meet people you never would have otherwise/so true #gtchat
eshwaranv: Using technology PROPERLY to engage #gifted kids. I find this one working
very well. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @SeaburySchool - That's excellent. I do see us inviting more leaders to
#gtchat. I was so proud of @GeorgeBetts! TY for sharing! #gtchat
ibdb2u: Having a reminder on someone's screen daily, or several times a week, is
great for name recognition. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @mygiftedgirl - Like that! #gtchat

5:44 pm

halleyrebecca: I think we all need specific homework coming out of this week's chat. What is
each of us going to do to spread digital advocacy? #gtchat

5:44 pm

HoagiesGifted: @DeborahMersino - as can I! #gtchat

5:44 pm

GiftedPhoenix: Q3. #gtchat The things I really want to discuss are usually the things that
other people don't vote for on the Tweetpoll....maybe revisit?

5:44 pm

oceanshaman: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @MSTA: @justintarte plus twitter gives you an
opportunity to connect with and meet people you never would have
otherwise/so true #gtchat

5:44 pm

oceanshaman: RT @eshwaranv: Using technology PROPERLY to engage #gifted kids. I find
this one working very well. #gtchat

5:45 pm
5:45 pm

deepwaterscoach: @GiftedPhoenix Which topics are those? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Will you send me a list...I'll add them back on! #gtchat

5:45 pm

oceanshaman: RT @deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: @oceanshaman @deepwaterscoach
like the horse....//Me too! It's way cool! #gtchat

5:45 pm

GiftedPhoenix: Q3. From my perspective, more on national and international issues and the
big policy questions #gtchat

5:45 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: leading the digital movemen<=I still feel it's not big
enough 2 require regionalization, but I'll do wht I can! #gtchat

5:45 pm

ibdb2u: FB is a more passive media, where Twitter is definitely a more active one.
Building a foundation w/ FB - going beyond w/ Twitter? #gtchat

5:45 pm

jofrei: Q3 Future topics Revisit some major ones eg 2E plus helping teachers and
parents collaborate,guests, topical items book launches #gtchat

5:45 pm

halleyrebecca: Yes! Grown-up-gifteds :) RT @DeepWatersCoach love 2 see chats on adult
giftedness & how it impacts parenting, teaching, work, etc. #gtchat

5:45 pm

eshwaranv: RT @jofrei: Q3 Future topics Revisit some major ones eg 2E plus helping
teachers and parents collaborate,guests, topical items book launches #gtchat

5:46 pm

mygiftedgirl: Ahh gotta run..at Barnes and Noble...#gtchat ing and didn't bring a power
cord!!!! going to go dea....

5:46 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Q3 topics: What message would really work from a marketing perspective to
get the public to understand this population? #gtchat

5:46 pm
5:46 pm
5:46 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca You go girl! Homework everyone? What ONE project/focus
will u commit to relative to Digital World Council on Gifted? #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: FB doesn't need to be passive imho #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @mygiftedgirl LOL! See you soon! #gtchat
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MSTA: i hate to leave such an involved and thought provoking chat. I hope this
momentum continues! #gtchat
nblumengarten: RT @mygiftedgirl: What do we do to combat the "new norm" in our society.
Parents, kids, everyone overwhelmed just keeping up with life as it is now?
#gtchat

5:46 pm

DeborahMersino: @eshwaranv Yes I loved our chat with @chrstinef! More authors coming...
#gtchat

5:46 pm

GiftedPhoenix: Q3. #gtchat It would be good to get more guests in- and put their theories
under close scrutiny rather than fawn on them (not that we would)

5:46 pm

MaryStGeorge: @jofrei agree there are some perennial topics #gtchat

5:47 pm

BCGifted: RT @mygiftedgirl: Q3 I'd like to see an evening #gtchat where we can include
our kids! Have them sit with us and ask/answer questions

5:47 pm

ibdb2u: @halleyrebecca NWGCA and WCGE are building a FB community. WIll use
WCGE to educate people on contacting legislators. #gtchat

5:47 pm
5:47 pm

5:47 pm
5:47 pm

jofrei: Q3 Also agree with @GiftedPhoenix and @MyGiftedGirl #gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @GiftedPhoenix: Q3. #gtchat It would be good to get more guests in- and
put their theories under close scrutiny rather than fawn on them (not that we
would)
HoagiesGifted: @BCGifted out of school try Splash - cheap w 5 or more around US #gtchat
DeborahMersino: ibdb2u - Excellent! #gtchat

5:47 pm

oceanshaman: > @DeepWatersCoach @LesLinks @deepwaterscoach < #ZENYATTA is a
#Gifted #Horse w/ an "atypical brain map" Re #AVATAR #GTChat

5:47 pm

MaryStGeorge: In terms of promoting #gtchat hit the old media - the listserves and the
resource pages of the universities and associations

5:47 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeepWatersCoach Such as the ed reform topic that came up a couple of
weeks back #gtchat

5:47 pm

halleyrebecca: I'm going to keep rabblerousing for coverage in the news media. I think what
we are doing here is very cool. #gtchat

5:48 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @MaryStGeorge: FB doesn't need to be passive imho <=I agree! #gtchat

5:48 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - Excellent. I'd like to see us have edreform leaders, gifted ed
leaders, etc. Yes. #gtchat

5:48 pm

ibdb2u: @MaryStGeorge I think of it as a nudge to remind people we're there. They
can get active, but even passive they get news. #gtchat

5:48 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino Okeedoke - do you keep a list of all the items you've polled
us on? #gtchat

5:48 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca - I couldn't agree more. I believe 2011 will be our year in terms
of critical media coverage/impact. #gtchat

5:48 pm

ibdb2u: RT @halleyrebecca: Im going to keep rabblerousing for coverage in the news
media. I think what we are doing here is very cool. #gtchat

5:48 pm

MrTwyman5: @eshwaranv don't identify G&T, nurture and grow it. Talent comes from
interest challenge and opportunity. #gifted #gtchat

5:49 pm

deepwaterscoach: @oceanshaman Well, then, very happy to make #ZENYATTA's acquaintance!
@LesLinks #gtchat

5:49 pm
5:49 pm
5:49 pm

DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge - Like your ideas regarding spreading the word. I'm not
involved in listserves. Are you? Could you help? #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @halleyrebecca: Im going 2 keep rabblerousing for coverage in the news
media. I think what we are doing here is very cool.//U go! #gtchat
eshwaranv: Agree! RT @MrTwyman5: @eshwaranv don't identify G&T, nurture and grow it.
Talent comes from interest challenge and opportunity. #gtchat
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5:49 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @MaryStGeorge: In terms of promoting #gtchat hit the old media listserves and the resource pages of the universities and associations

5:50 pm

MaryStGeorge: someone said digital world council. tell me more? #gtchat

5:50 pm

DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - My Twtpolls are stored at www.ingeniosus.net. :-) #gtchat

5:50 pm

MaryStGeorge: I remember how listserves work LOL, I can do the ones that are not restricted
to say one state in the US #gtchat

5:50 pm

oceanshaman: RT @halleyrebecca: @eshwaranv I prefer Twitter too - many of our parents and
teachers feel less intimidated by Facebook though. #gtchat

5:50 pm
5:51 pm
5:51 pm
5:51 pm
5:51 pm

DeborahMersino: We've decided that we're now the Digital World Council on Gifted. Going to
secure name. Do you like it? I think it rocks! :-) #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino OK thanks - will work through them #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @marystgeorge - You're officially a member! :-) #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: Does that mean we get secret decoder rings? ;) => RT @DeborahMersino:
@marystgeorge - You're officially a member! :-) #gtchat
LesLinks: I will try to hit the listserve I'm on again, and also keep trying to make teachers
and parents I come into contact with aware.. #gtchat

5:51 pm

halleyrebecca: Homework for myself part 2: Get more local gifted ed folks on board with
Twitter. This one's going to be harder. :) #gtchat

5:51 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino #gtchat Better tell the world council...

5:51 pm
5:51 pm

DeborahMersino: Remember, ppl access info differently. We can meet them where they live
(twitter, fb, via blogs, newsletters, Web sites). #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Weve decided that were now the Digital World Council
on Gifted. Going to secure name. Do you like it?//Love it! #gtchat

5:52 pm

MaryStGeorge: @DeborahMersino thrilled to be a member LOL #gtchat

5:52 pm

oceanshaman: > @halleyrebecca @eshwaranv < #TWITTER is faster, smarter more
mind/idea oriented, less look-at-ME #GTChat

5:52 pm

deepwaterscoach: Can I be Chief Sanity Officer of the Digital World Council on Gifted? LOL!
#gtchat

5:52 pm
5:52 pm
5:52 pm

halleyrebecca: Yes, love it @DeborahMersino We've decided that we're now the Digital World
Council on Gifted. Going to secure name. Do you like it? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Agree. I'm excited that the World Council has chosen to relocate to WKU
(where @GattonAcademy is). So exciting! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: Actually, perhaps it's more like Chief Insanity Officer... #gtchat

5:52 pm

oceanshaman: RT @ibdb2u: FB is a more passive media, where Twitter is definitely a more
active one. Building a foundation w/ FB - going beyond w/ Twitter? #gtchat

5:52 pm

BCGifted: @halleyrebecca Yes. FB is more mainstream - not as many have caught on
to Twitter. #gtchat

5:52 pm

jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - My Twtpolls are stored at
www.ingeniosus.net. :-) #gtchat

5:52 pm

megwhoffman: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: Does that mean we get secret decoder rings? / I am
SO on board w/ #gtchat if it includes decoder rings! #gtchat

5:53 pm

MaryStGeorge: @DeepWatersCoach wasn't there a prefix with that designation? #gtchat

5:53 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: billboards, tv., movies...=>RT @DeborahMersino: We can meet them where
they live (twitter, fb, via blogs, newsletters, Web sites). #gtchat

5:53 pm

eshwaranv: YES! RT @DeborahMersino: We've decided that we're now the Digital World
Council on Gifted. Going to secure name. Do you like it? :-) #gtchat

5:53 pm

ibdb2u: @DeborahMersino Using multiple methods always works better than relying
on a single one to fit all. #gtchat
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5:53 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @megwhoffman: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: We get secret decoder rings? / I
am SO on board w/ #gtchat if includes decoder rings!/TOTALLY! #gtchat

5:54 pm

DeborahMersino: For those who aren't connected, you can point them to Ingeniosus FB Page
(includes #gtchat info/updates) http://on.fb.me/a0txP6

5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:54 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino The new relationship certainly has potential...but the
benefits need to extend beyond Kentucky .#gtchat
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: For those who aren't connected, you can point them to
Ingeniosus FB Page (includes #gtchat info/updates) http://on.fb.me/a0txP6
deepwaterscoach: @MaryStGeorge Did I forget that? What was it again? #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @ibdb2u I agree...very wise! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: RT @ibdb2u: @DeborahMersino Using multiple methods always works better
than relying on a single one to fit all. #gtchat
ibdb2u: So - will the decoder rings work on my kids? #gtchat

5:54 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino, forget T's, let's have trenchcoats! ;) RT @megwhoffman: / I
am SO on board w/ #gtchat if it includes decoder rings!

5:55 pm

halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino Well gosh, I didn't even know Ingeniosus had a Facebook
page! #gtchat

5:55 pm

DeborahMersino: We're going to have a second chat on this topic. Some folks will be at the next
chat/who weren't here. Let's take it further though! #gtchat

5:55 pm

MaryStGeorge: @GiftedPhoenix agree. If I was them I would have gone to Shanghai ready for
conference 20103 #gtchat

5:55 pm

BCGifted: @ibdb2u #gtchat Good idea - FB base that mainstream is familiar with, and
enrich with Twitter.

5:55 pm

HoagiesGifted: Like! @DeborahMersino: We've decided that we're now the Digital World
Council on Gifted. Do you like it? I think it rocks! :-) #gtchat

5:55 pm

megwhoffman: RT @ibdb2u: So - will the decoder rings work on my kids? / something to
think about. will be helpful when I'm back in the classroom #gtchat
jofrei: @megwhoffman you might like to join us after the gtchat session for fun with
the #gtstoogies #gtchat

5:55 pm
5:55 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: @DeborahMersino, forget Ts, lets have trenchcoats! ;)
RT @megwhoffman: /and sunglasses! #gtchat

5:55 pm

eshwaranv: I didn't either. Got it now! RT @halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino Well gosh, I
didn't even know Ingeniosus had a Facebook page! #gtchat

5:55 pm

GiftedPhoenix: RT @MaryStGeorge: @GiftedPhoenix agree. If I was them I would have gone
to Shanghai ready for conference 20103 #gtchat

5:55 pm

MaryStGeorge: lol @ trenchcoats #gtchat

5:56 pm
5:56 pm
5:56 pm
5:56 pm

DeborahMersino: @halleyrebecca - I try to post all the transcripts, blogs, news etc there. So
many great gifted leaders (@HoagiesGifted) are on FB. #gtchat
asynchschlrsfnd: RT @eshwaranv: I didn't either. Got it now! RT @halleyrebecca: Well gosh, I
didn't even know Ingeniosus had a Facebook page! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Wow! Fast chat. Final thoughts everyone? #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @DeepWatersCoach the insanity thing - you beat me to it #gtchat

5:56 pm

BCGifted: RT @ibdb2u: @DeborahMersino Using multiple methods always works better
than relying on a single one to fit all. #gtchat

5:56 pm

LesLinks: @DeborahMersino @GattonAcademy I hope when the dust settles it will be
beneficial for gifted.. #gtchat

5:57 pm

DeborahMersino: Final thought: YOU are all linchpins. You are leaders. You will help make the
Digital World Council on Gifted and #gtchat a success! #gtchat
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5:57 pm

oceanshaman: > @GuyKawasaki:Da Vinci's 'Magi' hides master's original vision: Photos
http://idek.net/3Mix <Whr were u&Leo when we had the #GTChat?

5:57 pm

ibdb2u: @DeborahMersino Glad I was able to find the time to check in. Thanks to
everyone for all they do! #gtchat

5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm
5:58 pm

5:58 pm

GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I liked the idea yesterday of transferring blogposts (maybe even
#gtchat s) into podcasts...
DeborahMersino: Sounds like there's a story behind the World Council move...must investigate
further. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @DeborahMersino: you can point them to Ingeniosus FB Page (includes
#gtchat info/updates) http://on.fb.me/a0txP6 #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: @MaryStGeorge Yeah, I'm cagey that way... ;-) #gtchat
BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: For those who aren't connected, you can point them to
Ingeniosus FB Page (includes #gtchat info/updates) http://on.fb.me/a0txP6
eshwaranv: Final thoughts: We're here to bring about a change and that's what we are
going to do. A great 2011 awaits us. Let's do it! #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat I liked the idea yesterday of transferring
blogposts (maybe even #gtchat s) into podcasts...//great idea #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: if all post on the fb page we can find eachother more easily in fb #gtchat
BCGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Final thought: YOU are all linchpins. You are leaders.
You will help make the Digital World Council on Gifted and #gtchat a success!
#gtchat
DeborahMersino: @GiftedPhoenix - LOVE, love it. Have been toying with that idea. Think it
could provide so many additional benefits/avenues! #gtchat

5:58 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Linchpin T's! Srsly! RT @DeborahMersino: YOU are all linchpins.U will help
make the Digital World Council on Gifted and #gtchat a success!

5:58 pm

oceanshaman: RT @deepwaterscoach: @oceanshaman Well, then, very happy to make
#ZENYATTA's acquaintance! @LesLinks #gtchat

5:58 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @eshwaranv: Final thoughts: Were here 2 bring about a change & thats
what we are going to do. A great 2011 awaits us. Lets do it! #gtchat

5:58 pm

HoagiesGifted: Sorry I'm much better at FB than twitter @DeborahMersino: So many great
gifted leaders (@HoagiesGifted) are on FB. #gtchat

5:58 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeborahMersino My latest blogpost covers pretty much everything in the
public domain #gtchat

5:59 pm
5:59 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: Thank you, @DeborahMersino, Chief Linchpin! #gtchat
DeborahMersino: @MaryStGeorge -& all - Yes, if you're on FB, respond to my next post...that
way we can find each other. :-) #gtchat

5:59 pm

deepwaterscoach: Final thought: We're going to need A LOT of chocolate to get this #gifted
movement going. Just saying. @Begabungs has great source. #gtchat

5:59 pm

0Quest0: RT @DeborahMersino: Weve decided that were Digital World Council on
Gifted. <- Oooh - has something just been founded?? #gtchat

5:59 pm
5:59 pm

eshwaranv: Thanks to all for a great #gtchat. You've supercharged me!
halleyrebecca: Wish I could join in sometime on #gtchat #2, but the timing is odd on the
West Coast. Tweet you all next time. Chat Black Friday?

5:59 pm

LesLinks: @DeborahMersino I just meant that as in any move it takes a little time to
settle.. no more.;-D #gtchat

5:59 pm

HoagiesGifted: RT @DeborahMersino: Final thoughts: Were here 2 bring about change &
thats what we will do. A great 2011 awaits us. Lets do it! #gtchat

6:00 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @asynchschlrsfnd: Thank you, @DeborahMersino, Chief Linchpin! <=
Awww. You all make it so exciting/fun/worthwhile! #gtchat
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Awww. You all make it so exciting/fun/worthwhile! #gtchat

6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm

deepwaterscoach: @HoagiesGifted Then FB is where you should be--we need the digital #gifted
revolution everywhere, & we each need to go where ... #gtchat
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Another final thought - a bit policy wonkish - but we should share more
data about #gifted education - helps to make the case
DeborahMersino: 0Quest0 - yes...we're going to secure. You're a member! :-) #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @DeepWatersCoach agree re chocolate #gtchat

6:00 pm

deepwaterscoach: @HoagiesGifted our passions, abilities, interests take us. It's ALL good! And
you have such a valuable website! #gtchat

6:00 pm

HoagiesGifted: @DeepWatersCoach: We're going to need A LOT of chocolate to get this
#gifted movement going. LIKE! #gtchat

6:01 pm

halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino And don't forget, we've still got a solid 1.5 months of 2010
to get things done! #gtchat

6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: You bet! =>RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat we should share more data about
#gifted education - helps to make the case
DeborahMersino: That is it for this #gtchat! Wow. Loved your energy, enthusiasm, ideas,
passion. Here's to 2011. Transcript will be up shortly! #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: @GiftedPhoenix agree, diverse data #gtchat

6:01 pm

deepwaterscoach: @MaryStGeorge Just sayin'. Let's get realistic about the fuel we need! #gtchat

6:01 pm

eshwaranv: RT @halleyrebecca: @DeborahMersino And don't forget, we've still got a solid
1.5 months of 2010 to get things done! #gtchat

6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm

6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm

GiftedPhoenix: @DeepWatersCoach #gtchat Free chocolate should be obligatory at all
conferences!
sammorra: Sorry I missed #gtchat. Do you post a transcript? Time for me to get involved
both as a parent and teacher.
eshwaranv: RT @DeborahMersino: That is it for this #gtchat! Wow. Loved your energy,
enthusiasm, ideas, passion. Here's to 2011. Transcript will be up shortly!
#gtchat
ibdb2u: @GiftedPhoenix Been processing a bunch that's WA specific, but I
completely agree. #gtchat
jofrei: RT @HoagiesGifted: @DeepWatersCoach: Were going to need A LOT of
chocolate to get this #gifted movement going. LIKE! Yes choc!!! #gtchat
BCGifted: #gtchat mmmm.... chocolate....

6:01 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: You bet! => RT @GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat we should share more data about
#gifted education - helps to make the case

6:01 pm

DeborahMersino: If u are able, join us again at 7pm/EST 4 a follow-up/fresh discussion on this.
We'll take it further and garner even more support! #gtchat

6:01 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @GiftedPhoenix: @DeepWatersCoach #gtchat Free chocolate should be
obligatory at all conferences!//Clearly we're on the same page #gtchat

6:02 pm

DeborahMersino: @sammorra - Yes, I'll post the transcript momentarily. So glad you're
interested!! We need individuals like you! #gtchat

6:02 pm

asynchschlrsfnd: RT @DeborahMersino: Join us again at 7pm/EST 4 a follow-up/fresh
discussion. We'll take it further and garner even more support! #gtchat

6:02 pm
6:02 pm
6:03 pm
6:03 pm

eshwaranv: After a stimulation #gtchat, hopping over to #globaled10 to join in at Donna
Clementi's session at #globaled10
LesLinks: @BCGifted Yahoooo chocolate? ok.... #gtchat
MaryStGeorge: Thanks Deborah, for another great #gtchat
sammorra: @DeborahMersino Thanks. I'll try to get back on at 7pm. #gtchat
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Transcript for #gtchat - What the Hasht…
GiftedPhoenix: #gtchat Thankyou all and have a good session tonight - also best wishes to
those on their way to #secondlife - sorry I can't be with you
LesLinks: @deepwaterscoach Free brownies too?? #gtchat
PJ_Kaiser: Sweet - congrats! RT @DeborahMersino: We've decided that we're now the
Digital World Council on Gifted. Going to secure name... :-) #gtchat

6:04 pm

DeborahMersino: Thank you all! wthashtag is having issues...will post transcript as soon as
possible! ;-) #gtchat

6:05 pm

DeborahMersino: @PJ_Kaiser - Thank you. Remember you started this all!!! :-) #gtchat

6:05 pm

DeborahMersino: @sammorra - Great. Will look forward to seeing you at 7pm/EST! #gtchat

6:05 pm

jofrei: Thank you @DeborahMersino and everyone - an inspiring session! #gtchat

6:06 pm

MaryStGeorge: LOL things Twitter-related are rich in issues #gtchat

6:06 pm

MaryStGeorge: now am I right that secondlife gifted event is in two hours time? #gtchat

6:06 pm

sammorra: @GiftedHF Will check out the link. Thanks for responding. #gifted #gtchat

6:07 pm

DeborahMersino: ATTN: www.wthashtag.com is not working today. As mentioned, will post
#gtchat transcript as soon as I can. TY for patience!

6:07 pm
6:07 pm

LesLinks: @MaryStGeorge Yup #gtchat
jofrei: @MaryStGeorge I wanted to know about secondlife gifted event time too
#gtchat

6:08 pm

LesLinks: @MaryStGeorge #gtstoogies now #gtchat

6:09 pm

BCGifted: #gtchat Have a good day, everyone :)

6:12 pm
6:13 pm
6:16 pm

jofrei: @megwhoffman the #gtstoogies are the zanier group who have informal fun
chat with a theme after #gtchat tonight dinner theatre SoundofMusic
peter_lydon: Did someone say brownies #gtchat
LesLinks: @peter_lydon Ya... I make a mean batch of brownies.... ya... #gtchat

6:16 pm

DeborahMersino: @janelangille - For the time being, you can stay up to date on #gtchat on
www.ingeniosus.net. We'll have DWCG presence soon/securing name

6:17 pm

DeborahMersino: @micheleborba - Have decided to establish Digital World Council on Gifted to
serve educators, parents, etc. Excited!! #gtchat #gifted

6:19 pm

micheleborba: RT @DeborahMersino: decided to establish Digital World Council on Gifted to
serve educators, parents, etc. Excited!! #gtchat #gifted <Kudos!

6:19 pm

theboysstore: Wow - I think I totally missed the #gtchat today - too many looming urgencies
- will read the transcript later :-)

6:30 pm

PJ_Kaiser: @DeborahMersino no, i did nothing. u have run w/ the germ of an idea & it has
truly blossomed :-) you & all members should b proud! #gtchat

6:31 pm

doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link between the legacy
of human exploration & what awaits the next generation #gtchat

6:35 pm

MaryStGeorge: I see the post of #gtstoogies and #gtchat ppl to respond to is now on
ingeniosus fb page. will help us find each other

6:38 pm

MaryStGeorge: I see the post for #gtstoogies and #gtchat ppl to respond to is now on
ingeniosus fb page. will help us find each other (excuse typo b4)

6:42 pm

chrstinef: @DeborahMersino that was my highlight of my launch. Thanks again. Maybe
we can do something when 101 Success Secrets comes out. #gtchat

6:58 pm

DeborahMersino: RT @doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link
between the legacy of human exploration & what awaits the next generation
#gtchat

7:00 pm

DeborahMersino: @chrstinef - Absolutely! When is it scheduled to come out? #gtchat

7:05 pm

brianhousand: @DeborahMersino Here's to the new digital revolution in gifted. Lurking through
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brianhousand: @DeborahMersino Here's to the new digital revolution in gifted. Lurking through
tweets hope to make it to next #gtchat date and time?
peter_lydon: @LesLinks I sense a meeting #gtchat

7:12 pm

MaryStGeorge: @brianhousand I think next #gtchat is about 5 hours from now. Deborah will
no doubt tell you precisely.

7:22 pm

Ideas_Factory: RT @doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link
between the legacy of human exploration & what awaits the next generation
#gtchat

7:27 pm
7:41 pm

Begabungs: @DeepWatersCoach Free chocolate for #gifted movement is ready to share! ;) #gtchat
chrstinef: @DeborahMersino May 1 . So excited! I <3 this book. #gtchat

7:44 pm

MSTA: Welcome to Twitter @FrancisHowell's Superintendent @pamsloan1!
#moedtech Another great chat to check out is #gtchat

8:16 pm

PiecesOLearning: Pieces of Learning Half Off Book Special http://conta.cc/cgOSbK via
#constantcontact #gifted #education #gtchat

8:49 pm

10:08 pm
11:01 pm

EvaMayla: RT @doctorjeff: In our classrooms let?s recognize that teachers r the link
between the legacy of human exploration & what awaits the next generation
#gtchat
LesLinks: @peter_lydon Would love to meet up, if your interested.. heads bursting with
ideas here.., always is.. #gtchat
DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at 7pm/EST for a lively chat as we
cast vision 4 2011 (individual/collective on behalf of gifted).

11:03 pm

ljconrad: @brianhousand Next #gtchat in 1 hour!

11:03 pm

ljconrad: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at 7pm/EST
for a lively chat as we cast vision 4 2011 (individual/collective on behalf of
gifted).

11:07 pm
11:08 pm

teachagiftedkid: Will be off and on for #gtchat this evening. Expecting a houseful tonight.
DeborahMersino: @brianhousand - Global #gtchat takes place every Friday at noon/EST and
again at 7pm/EST.

11:09 pm

LesLinks: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at 7pm/EST
for a lively chat as we cast vision 4 2011 (individual/collective on behalf of
gifted).

11:09 pm

LesLinks: RT @ljconrad: @brianhousand Next #gtchat in 1 hour!

11:10 pm

DeborahMersino: @teachagiftedkids - TY for letting us know. Will keep you in the loop. Exciting
times! #gtchat

11:10 pm

DeborahMersino: @ljconrad @MaryStGeorge - Thank you for alerting @brianhousand to #gtchat
times. He's a digital master. :-)

11:11 pm

educguess: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at 7pm/EST
for a lively chat as we cast vision 4 2011 (individual/collective on behalf of
gifted).

11:12 pm

ljconrad: @teachagiftedkid You can bring guests to #gtchat, you know! We'd LOVE to
have your dd stop by! She's the real deal - globally gifted! ;)

11:16 pm

ljconrad: #gtchat consortium consortium consortium consortium consortium ... has a
nice ring to it, don't you think?

11:16 pm

Dazzlld: RT @DeborahMersino: Less than one hour until #gtchat. Join us at 7pm/EST
for a lively chat as we cast vision 4 2011 (individual/collective on behalf of
gifted).

11:18 pm

ljconrad: RT @newsfromtengrrl Online Learning:The Next Great Debate? | Edutopia
http://hoki.es/dgMym0 #gtchat #gifted (via @Peter_Gutierrez)

11:19 pm

ljconrad: @lilnerdette BIG BIG night at #gtchat Stop by for a couple minutes! We miss
you! BIG news! You won't want to miss. ;)
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ljconrad: @DeborahMersino I am SO excited! I missed the beginning and end of Noon
#gtchat !
THE_REAL_GIFTED: #Respect RT @eshwaranv Q1) Since giftedness is not very popular in India,
I'm doing my best in helping people identify #gifted kids. #gtchat

11:30 pm

ljconrad: Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm 'We are family, all my brothers & sisters with me'
hmm hmm hmm hmm #gtchat

11:38 pm

chrstinef: @DeborahMersino WOOT! OF COURSE!!!! Thanks! #gtchat #gifted

11:48 pm

doctorjeff: Do our children know... that not to know something is also a gift, for a
question fills the void and can launch a journey? #edchat #gtchat

11:49 pm

doctorjeff: Do our children know ... that they were born curious? And do we beat it out of
them? #gtchat #edchat

11:50 pm
11:51 pm
11:52 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @ljconrad: Hmm hmm hmm hmm hmm 'We are family, all my brothers &
sisters with me' hmm hmm hmm hmm #gtchat :-)
DeborahMersino: @doctorjeff - Have you seen TED talk on schools killing creativity by
@SirKenRobinson http://bit.ly/cCtO8f Love it. #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: I'm all a-flutter for this evening's #gtchat! #gtstoogies

11:54 pm

DeborahMersino: My tweets for the next hour will be devoted to #gtchat. Pardon the heavy
stream; feel free to unfollow. Topic: 2011 Vision/Gifted #gtchat

11:57 pm

DeborahMersino: Interested in #gifted education, differentiation? Join us for #gtchat in four
minutes. We're casting vision for a digital revolution in 2011

11:58 pm
11:58 pm
11:59 pm
11:59 pm
11:59 pm
11:59 pm

deepwaterscoach: RT @DeborahMersino: Interested in #gifted ed? Join us for #gtchat in 4
minutes. Were casting vision for a digital revolution in 2011 #gtchat
LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: My tweets for the next hr will be devoted to #gtchat. Feel free to listen, lurk,
learn and contribute to our discussion abt #gifted #gtchat
padgets: #gtchat Hi everyone! My name is Sharon and I am a HS science teacher, love
to chat and love my PLN :)
LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7AWnfFRc7g&feature=channel #gtchat
deepwaterscoach: RT @LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U//Love this-at least the part I watched before #gtchat! #gtchat

11:59 pm

ljconrad: RT @deepwaterscoach: My tweets for the next hr will be devoted to #gtchat.
Feel free to listen, lurk, learn and contribute to our discussion abt #gifted
#gtchat

11:59 pm

LesLinks: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQItB5uoiHI&feature=related #gtchat
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